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(Music Sales America). Six original compositions for solo piano, by Michael Nyman, from the
award winning film by Jane Campion. English composer Michael Nyman has developed into one
of the most popular, if not important, composers of film music, and his film score for the 1992
film The Piano is without doubt the most famous and familiar of his compositions. The tone of
Campion's film is perfectly emphasised by Nyman's style and though much here is beautiful and
rich, it is a haunting and foreboding sound picture that reflects the greys of sea, sky and spirit.
Contents: Big My Secret * Deep Sleep Playing * The Mood that Passes Through You * The
Attraction of the Pedalling Ankle * The Heart Asks Pleasure First the Promise/the Sacrifice *
Silver-Fingered Fling

"Yes! It's about time somebody put together a how-to book for shedding those chains of a 30-
year mortgage. We don't have to slump through life in bondage. We can live well AND have our
freedom, and Rob Roy shows us how in this entertaining, detailed, and well-illustrated book."--
Janet Luhrs, author of The Simple Living GuideAbout the AuthorRob Roy knows what it means
to live mortgage free. As director of Earthwood Building School since 1981, he has instructed
many in the arts of natural building, and renewable energy. He is also the author of Earth-
Sheltered Houses, Cordwood Building, Timber Framing for the Rest of Us, The Sauna, and
Stone Circles. Rob and his family live in West Chazy, New York. You can learn more about
Earthwood Building School at .
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Piano Book for Adult Beginners: Teach Yourself How to Play Famous Piano Songs, Read Music,
Theory & Technique (Book & Streaming Video Lessons) The Piano 100 of the Most Beautiful
Piano Solos Ever



S. Caffery, “Beautiful and Interesting Scores. Not the easiest to play for intermediate player, but
so interesting, and enjoyed by others. Some of my favorite music to play.”

Alan Z, “If you play piano, you should listen to the music from the movie, and if you like the
music, you should buy the scores!. A beautiful score to let you play some beautiful music.My
wife is a classical pianist who loves Michael Nyman's work. After seeing the movie "The
Piano" (which I found sad, by the way), my wife wanted the score. This book contains Nyman's
six original compositions for the film. My wife says that they are intermediate level in terms of
difficulty.If you play piano, you should listen to the music from the movie, and if you like the
music, you should buy the scores! The price is super-low ($9.88 is what we paid) and you simply
can't go wrong.”

Kris C, “The Piano. I love this music so much. Very easy to play and beautiful!”

Sincerely Yours, “Great print quality. Very nice and relatively easy pieces to learn for a late
beginner, music theory required and supervision from a teacher (in my case!). I love the pieces
from the movie, and the print is great for reading, and I highly recommend if you want to learn to
play some of the popular pieces from the movie.”

FrequentBuyer, “Must be added to your repertoire!. Absolutely must have... For the title song to
learn and add to your repertoire!”

darby, “One of my favorite piano books ever. One of my favorite piano books ever. I lost my
original copy in a move and had to repurchase it. Great for intermediate players, with some fairly
easy and some more challenging songs.”

Christine M., “Exactly what I was looking for!. I wanted the sheet music for The Heart Asks
Pleasure First for the longest time and I am more than pleased with purchasing the whole book.
It is exactly the intermediate level I was looking for and despite being a seasoned pianist, I enjoy
how fun, intricate and challenging Nyman's songs are.  No regrets with this purchase at all!”

Deborah Womack, “difficult but worth effort. I find Nyman's works to be very difficult for me but
worth the hours of plunking. I grow excited when I can recognize what I am playing with the
actual piece. These scores are not for the novice such as myself. But if you have patience,
determination and time, it is worth the effort. Nyman is a genius and this music is brilliant. Highly
recommend.”

Stephy Byng, “wonderful to own. Wonderful to own the score of this obsessive piece.”



Stomuphil, “Excellent - but It's only a selection of the pieces .... Excellent - but It's only a
selection of the pieces and not got all the ones I would have liked, (Has got the main Theme-
"The Heart Asks Pleasure First") - and some titles are different to on the CD. So just check it has
what you want!”

purring cat, “Notations are exactly as they're heard on record. The actual score, not simplified--
which is what I wanted!”

Monroe, “Theme tune is included. I was worried as another review said the theme tune wasn't
included but it is and am looking forward to trying to play it!”

The book by Rob Roy has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 237 people have provided feedback.
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